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Social at its core
We believe in a social and circular society. A society where

everyone contributes to preserve the environment and

where no one is left out.

We employ people who, for whatever reason, have never

worked or have not worked for a long time. Together we

discover opportunities, work on the skills of employees and

guide our participants to work. In the period from 2017 to

2020, 70% of our participants found a new job at the end of

their period with i-did.



About i-did
Mireille founded i-did in 2009 with the goal of social inclusion

through work. When Michiel joined at the end of 2012, there was

soon talk about the enormous amount of textile waste. How nice if

we can help to clear this up little by little.

This has resulted in our beautiful recycled felt and making a

sustainable impact. We don't just make this impact in our i-did

studios in Utrecht and The Hague. Thanks to our own, unique

factory for fiberization and felting (also in The Hague), we can

now make our felt completely in-house and create even more

impact.



Our sustainable impact
For every liter of water we save with our products,

we donate liter by liter to Made Blue. Up to now

we have already donated 13,910,731 liters of water. Which

means water for at least 191 people for the upcoming 10

years or longer.

With just one square meter of felt, we save more than

400 liters of water. This enormous water saving is

Realized simply by extending the life already of existing

materials.

By ordering a recycled a multi-panel from us, instead of a

product made out of new textile, you save a lot of water.

In this way, together with our customers, we indirectly have a

savings of at least 600 tons of CO2 (that’s roughly 380 return

trips Amsterdam - New York)*

*Source: greenseat.nl
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i-did showroom, Den Haag



Multipanels

Modular system, different compositions possible
(can be placed horizontally and vertically)

Thickness: ± 4,7 cm (+/- 0,1 cm)

Materials: Ecoplex, Ecor, Metisse,
hotmelt glue, i-did felt

Standard with fire retardent felt

Optional: assembly kits for wall and for ceiling

Expandable with, among other things, LCD
frame, wall shelf and whiteboard

Acoustic value: 1,0 Aw



The panels
Where people gather, like at workplaces, restaurants and
schools, noise is inevitable. The hard building materials of
buildings create poor acoustics and therefore an unpleasant
environment. Our acoustic panels offer a sustainable and
circular solution.
Our multi-panels are produced with our recycled felt. Felt
made from discarded business or consumer clothing. Little by
little we help clear up the enormous amount of textile waste
while guiding people to work. Social at the core, with a
sustainable exterior.



The Green House, restaurant,
Utrecht, Architect: Coster design



Modular system
Our panels can be used as a modular system and thus

flexible to use in different setups. With addition

of an LCD frame, wall shelves, or a whiteboard, our

acoustic walls are perfect for conference calls,

presentations, displays and more. This makes the wall practical and

the reverberation in the room is muted to the maximum.

Suspension
For a system wall, we recommend our brackets with which the panels can

be switched and hung level.

For ceilings we have a mounting system with adjustable

steel cables up to 3 meters in length including paper drilling template.

We recommend the use of our adjustment discs including

paper drilling template. With this, everyone can easily and quickly instal

our modular systems themselves.



i-did Den Haag



Detailed discription | panels
Measurements 32x32 cm 32x64 cm 32x128 cm 32x192 cm

64x64 cm 64x128 cm 64x192 cm

thickness 4,7 cm 4,7 cm 4,7 cm 4,7 cm

Acoustic value* 1,0 Aw 1,0 Aw 1,0 Aw 1,0 Aw

Number of suspention points 4 ceiling
2 wall

4 ceiling
2 wall

4 ceiling
2 wall

4 ceiling
2 wall

Fire retardend effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

Backside upholstered No No No No

Felt colours All colours in stock All colours in stock All colours in stock All colours in stock

Weight (netto) 32 cm 64 cm 128 cm 192 cm

32 cm 1,3 kg 2,1 kg 3,1 kg 4 kg

64 cm 2,1 kg 3,1 kg 5,3 kg 6,9 kg

* Test report on request



LCD Frame
- Stand-alone or part of modular system
- Horizontal or vertical
- 2 sizes
- Materials: Ecoplex, oak veneer, oil
- Cable tray at the back
- Standard in the color oak natural

Installation: 4 brackets per frame (see wall mounting system)

Measurements outer
dimension

96x160x12,4 128x192x12,4

Thickness all around 18 mm 18 mm

Suspention points 4 4

Suitable for screen
size 50”-65” 75”-84”

Colour Oiled natural oak Oiled natural oak

Installation With two people With two people

Weight (netto) 17 kg On request



Whiteboards
- Stand-alone or part of modular system
- Horizontal or vertical
- 2 sizes
- Materials: Ecoplex, oak veneer, oil

Installation: 4 brackets per
frame (see wall mounting
system)

Dimensions outer size 64x128x3,4 96x128x3,8

Magnetic Yes Yes

Suspension points 4 4

Material

Abet laminati 406
Bianco Primavera
Lucida Magnetico

Ecoplex

Abet laminati 406
Bianco Primavera
Lucida Magnetico

Ecoplex

Installation With one person With one person



ABN Amro, Greene retail concept, Eindhoven,
Architect: Coare architecten ism Koppes bouwkunde,
Foto: Hannie Verhoeven



Prices (excl. VAT)

Ceilingmountsystem
- 4 pieces per panel
- Standard 3 meter steel cable
- Adjustable 0,5 to 3 meterheight
Excl.screw plug
Pr ice per panel (4cables) 25Euro

Wall mountingsystem
-We recommend thisconfirmation forhangingseveral connectedpanels andforadded elements.
- Note: brackets mayremain visibleat the toporbottom.
- Using brackets forbothhorizontal andvertical placement
- Basically 2 pieces perpanel (where 2 panels meetand panels a bracket)
Excl.screw plug
Pr ice per bracket 1 , 25 Euro (2 brackets = 2 ,50 Euro)

Wall mounting (simple)

- We recommendthis attachment for thesuspension ofa singlepanel and/orwherethe toporbottom remainsvisible.
- Suspension with two screws by means of adjusting discs
- Forboth horizontal andvertical placement
Excl.screw plug
Pr ice per panel (2 adjusting discs) 3,50Euro

Price per item
(Excl.suspension fittings)

Transport per article in
the Netherlands

Transport pallet in the
Netherlands

MULTI-32x32 32x32 cm 76 Euro 8,50 Euro (1 t/m 9 pieces) 55 Euro (37 tot 60 pieces)

MULTI-32x64 32x64 cm 92 Euro 8,50 Euro (1 t/m 6 pieces) 55 Euro (19 tot 60 pieces)

MULTI-32x128 32x128 cm 125 Euro 14,00 Euro (1 t/m 6 pieces) 55 Euro (19 tot 60 pieces)

MULTI-32x192 32x192 cm 156 Euro 29,00 Euro (1 t/m 3 pieces) 110 Euro (on request)

MULTI-64x64 64x64 cm 114 Euro 8,50 Euro (1 t/m 3 pieces) 55 Euro (16 tot 60 pieces)

MULTI-64x128 64x128 cm 173 Euro 14,00 Euro (1 t/m 3 pieces) 55 Euro (16 tot 60 pieces)

MULTI-64x192 64x192 cm 228 Euro 29,00 Euro (1 t/m 2 pieces) 110 Euro (on request)

Articlenumber Measurements



LCD Frame

Articlenumber Measurements Price per piece Transport per 1/2pieces (pallet) in the
Netherlands*

EIK-LCDFRAME 96x160x12,4 1.281 Euro 55 Euro

EIK-LCDFRAME-XL 128x192x12,4 1.628 Euro 55 Euro

Whiteboard

Articlenumber Measurements Price per piece Transport per 1/2pieces (pallet) in the
Netherlands*

INT-WHITEBOARD 64x128x3,8 On request 8,50 Euro

INT-WHITEBOARD 96x128x3,8 853 Euro 55 Euro

* Excluding wadden islands

For further information, please refer to ourgeneral terms and conditions of sale.

Prices (excl. VAT)
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Islands

Diameter: 70 | 90 | 110 | 130 cm

Thickness: 4,6 cm

Materials: Ecoplex, Ecor, Metisse, i-did felt and
oak veneer rim

Standard fire retardant

Optional: height-adjustable ceiling mount of 3
meters long



Acoustic islands
To improve the acoustics in a room, it is often possible to
make efficient use of the ceiling. In addition to our baffles and
multi-panels, we also have islands with completely round
shapes. Not only circular in design, but also in materials and
production.

The islands are available in four different sizes, making it
possible to play creatively with the different sizes. Also the
three meter long suspension cables enable you to adjust the
height in a playful way. This allows the reverberation to be
reduced exactly where most sound is produced.

Our islands are produced with our recycled felt, which is made
from discarded business or consumer clothing. Little by little
we help clear up the enormous amount of textile waste while
guiding people to work. Social at the core, with a sustainable
exterior.





Hanging up islands
We recommend ordering our suspension system with the islands to be
sure that you have suitable and sufficiently strong mounting for the
ceiling.

The islands with a diameter of 70, 90 and 110 cm are suspended from
three attachment points.

The island with a diameter of 130 centimeters has five mounting points
for
reliable suspension.

We always supply a paper template with which the holes can be drilled
without errors. This enables easy installation. The cables can be pulled
through the hooks in the ceiling to reach the correct height and be
installed level.



Prices and detailed description
Prices (excl. VAT)

Detailed description

Measurements Price per item Transport per package in
the Netherlands

Transport per pallet in the
Netherlands Suspension fittings

Ø 70 155 Euro 14 Euro (1 to 3 pieces) 55 Euro (10 to 20 pieces) 23 Euro (set of 3)
Ø 90 206 Euro 14 Euro (1 to 3 pieces) 55 Euro (10 to 20 pieces) 23 Euro (set of 3)
Ø 110 271 Euro 14 Euro (1 to 2 pieces) 55 Euro (7 to 20 pieces) 23 Euro (set of 3)
Ø 130 344 Euro 14 Euro (1 to 2 pieces) 55 Euro (7 to 20 pieces) 38 Euro (set of 5)

Measurements Ø 70 Ø 90 Ø 110 Ø 130

Thickness 4,6 cm 4,6 cm 4,6 cm 4,6 cm

Weight (net) 2,7 kg 6,3 kg 7,4 kg 9,1 kg

Weight (gross) 3,0 kg 6,6 kg 7,7 kg 9,5 kg

Number of suspension
points 3 3 3 5

Length steel cable 3 meter
(to shorten with cutting pliers)

3 meter
(to shorten with cutting pliers)

3 meter
(to shorten with cutting pliers)

3 meter
(to shorten with cutting pliers)

Height adjustable 0,5 - 3 meters 0,5 - 3 meters 0,5 - 3 meters 0,5 - 3 meters

Fire retardant effect Yes Yes Yes Yes

Felt colours All colours in stock All colours in stock On request On request

For further information, please refer to ourgeneral terms and conditions of sale.
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Desk Divider straight

Including two steel legs, black

Measurements: 49x 140

Materials: Ecoplex, Ecor, Metisse, i-did felt

Thickness: 4,5
cm



Desk Divider Flex

Measurements middle part: 55 cm |
80cm

Comes in two sizes

Thickness: 4,5 cm

Total measurements: 48 x 138cm | 48x 163cm

Materials: Ecoplex, Ecor, Metisse, i-did felt





Desk Dividers
It's nice to have a little space while working or studying

create for yourself where you have fewer distractions.

In addition, it also gives a signal to your environment

that you don't want to be disturbed. On an open desk or

table, you can easily create that space with a desk divider.

i-did has two variants of desk dividers in the collection.

A straight variant that can be used by means of metal legs

can be placed on the desk. And the desk divider flex, which

by folding the corners, stays in place and also provides

shielding from the sides.

Our desk dividers are produced with our recycled felt.

Felt made from discarded corporate or consumer clothing.

Helping to clean up the textile waste mountain little by

little while we guide people to work. Social in the core,

with a sustainable exterior.Social Impact Factory
Architect: Studio Fabrick



Prices and detailed description
Prices (excl. VAT)

Uitgebreide beschrijving

Product Price per item Transport per package in
the Netherlands

Transport per pallet in the
Netherlands

Desk divider Flex small 138cm 108 Euro 14 Euro (1 to 3 pieces) 55 Euro (10 to 20 pieces)
Desk divider Flex large 163 cm 131 Euro 14 Euro (1 to 3 pieces) 55 Euro (10 to 20 pieces)
Desk Divider straight 140 cm 136 Euro 14 Euro (1 to 2 pieces) 55 Euro (7 to 20 pieces)

Product Desk divider Flex small 138cm Desk divider Flex large 163 cm Desk Divider straight 140 cm

Measurements 138 x 48 cm 163 x 48 cm 140 x 49 cm

Thickness 4,5 cm 4,5 cm 4,65 cm

Weight (net) 4,3 KG 5 KG 5,7 KG

Weight (gross) 4,8 KG 5,5 KG 6,2 KG

Number of legs None None 2

Fire retardent effect Not standard Not standard Not standard

Felt colours All colours in stock All colours in stock All colours in stock

For further information, please refer to ourgeneral terms and conditions of sale.
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Blinds

Width blinds: 15 of 30cm

Height blinds: customized

Width rails: customized

Materials: Felt and ECOR, Hotmelt glue,
Plastic blind carrier

Optional fire retardent



Blinds
We have known blinds as functional sun protection for
some time. The blinds made by i-did are not only
functional but also very beautiful and are a wonderful
addition to your interior.

An additional advantage of our blinds is that they, just like
curtains, have a sound damping function. hanging the
blinds will therefore also benefit to acoustic comfort.
In addition to window coverings, they are also good to use
as a room divider!

Our blinds are produced with our recycled felt. Felt made
from used business or consumer clothing. Bit by bit we help
with cleaning up the huge textile waste mountain while we
guide people to work. Social at the core, with a sustainable
exterior.





Measures
We ask you to pass on the order sizes to us. This is the width
and height of the complete system (top of rails to bottom of
blinds).
- Measure two times for certainty
- Take into account protruding parts such as handles.

On the frame

Measure the desired width and height, we recommend an extra
overlap of 10 cm outside the frame if this is possible.
Order width = desired width
Order height = desired height

In the frame

Measure the width and height between the window frame or the
walls in at least three places. Note the smallest size.
Then subtract 1 cm from this.
Order width = smallest width - 1 cm
Order height = smallest height - 1 cm

Pay attention to placement depth:
30 cm blinds: at least 16 cm from the window
15 cm blinds = at least 8,5 cm from the window

Controls

Please indicate on which side the control is on when ordering.
The direction of the blinds always comes on the same side as
the controls.

window

Width

Width

H
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gh

t
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10 cm10 cm

In the frame

On the frame



Prices and detailed description
Prices (excl. VAT)

Detailed description

Blind width 30 cm Price per width meter
Incl rails and ceiling mount

Price per wallbracket
(optional)

Surcharge fire retardant per
width meter

Transport per package in NL
(excl. islands)

1,00 - 2,00 meter height 218 euro 10 euro 12 euro On request

2,01 - 3,00 meter height 234 euro 10 euro 18 euro On request
3,01 - 4,00 meter height 254 euro 10 euro 24 euro On request

Blind width 15 cm Price per width meter
Incl rails and ceiling mount

Price per wallbracket
(optional)

Surcharge fire retardant per
width meter

Transport per package in NL
(excl. islands)

1,00 - 2,00 meter height 238 euro 10 euro 12 euro On request
2,01 - 3,00 meter height 253 euro 10 euro 18 euro On request
3,01 - 4,00 meter height 274 euro 10 euro 24 euro On request

Width customized rails 1 - 6 meter

Height rails 5 cm

Width blinds 15 of 30 cm

Hight customized blinds 1 - 4 meter

Mounting Ceiling (standard) or with wall bracket (surcharge)

Number of suspension points Number of meters + 1

Controls
Left or right, same side as parcel direction

With pearl cord and nylon cord

Direction of the blinds Left or right, same side as the controls

Thickness blinds when opened 2 cm per blind + 1 x 5 cm for controls

Fire retardent effect Optional

Felt colours All colours in stock

Customized products cannot be returned. i-did is not liable for wrong transmitted dimensions. For further information, please
refer to our general terms and conditions of sale.
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Studio Vix
Product: Blad



Recycled vilt

Width : 60-200 cm (depending on colour)

Length: min. 1 meter, max. 100 meter per roll

Thickness: ± 2,5 mm

Netto weight: 0,4kg per m2

Material: i-did felt (see page on specifications of felt)

Can be made fire-retardant as an option



Dutch Design Week | World Design Embassies |
Architect: Overtreders W



World Nature FundWorld Nature Fund

Arch. HeyligersArch. Heyligers

Felt wallpaper
With our recycled felt as wallpaper, you immediately
create a warm and colorful atmosphere in a room.
Because our felt is made from recycled clothing, it is
also soft, cuddly and an eye-catcher in a room.

Our felt is very suitable for most wallpaper
applications, because it is completely inelastic. This
makes it easy to smooth out and will also remain
smooth.

Our felt has an acoustic effect, especially if it is applied
on large surfaces (for example in large office spaces or
a meeting room). If you want to enhance the acoustic
effect, you can also apply acoustic filling, such as
Metisse, behind our felt. We recommend hiring
professionals to do this.



Social Impact Factory Utrecht
Architect: Studio Fabrick



Applying wallpaper
yourself
We are happy to give you some handy tips to attach the felt as well as
possible. Of course, a smooth wall works best. If you have a wall with
structure, we recommend that you first apply a piece of the felt or a
sample set. This way you know for sure whether the felt can be used as
wallpaper on your wall.

In addition, it is important to prime, so apply a layer of primer, so that the
wall will not be too dry. Preferably not too wide strips, because they are
less easy to apply. Felt from 60 to a maximum of 100 cm wide is the
best in that regard.

The two most commonly used ways to apply our felt are to wallpaper with
glue or double-sided tape.

Glue
With glue you attach the felt quite firmly to the wall. The glue with which
we have good experiences is Perfax universal wall glue, but there are of
course other types of glue that perform well. Please try to get expert
advice locally. For Example letting a wallpaper expert to think along with
you. It is best to roll up the wall first and let it dry. Then you roll the felt in
glue and stick it almost immediately on the wall. Because you have
already applied a layer to the wall, you have super strong adhesion.

Dubble-sided tape
Another option is double-sided tape. The advantage of tape is that it is
much easier to remove the felt at the end of its cycle and recycle it again,
or take it to another location. We have good experience with Tesa Double
Sided Carpet Tape (Extra Strong). You make a "frame" on the wall and
then glue the felt tightly to the wall; see also this video: https://youtu.be/
pttvWyAnsek

Are you unsure whether you can apply the wallpaper seamlessly
yourself? Or is it technically more complex? (such as a pitched roof, or if
you want to stick metisse behind it), ask your local wallpaper specialist or
contact us for a suggestion.



And more...

Ronald van der Kemp | RVDK
The Student Hotel | Delft |Architect:
The Invisible party | Project Fiction Factory

People don't just buy our felt for wallpapering. Our felt can
also be used in interesting ways for an unlimited number of
other purposes. From the printed cards of Imprimerie du
Marais and the Haute Couture clothing of Ronald van der
Kemp to watch cases from Shinola Detroit and boots.
We also make felt furniture, lampshades, chess sets and
planters.

And much more is possible. We are happy to advise
personally about your project and are happy to help! Mail
to sales@i-did.nl.



Groenendijk | Arch. Edwin den Hertog



Prices and conditions
We keep felt in stock in various widths. Currently from 60 cm to 140 cm
and in the future also up to 200 cm. Preferably always check in advance
whether the color you want is in stock in the width you want. The rolls are
100 meters long and can be cut off per whole meter. We do not cut per
smaller sizes and not per centimeter or other units.

Smaller orders of less than 10 meters can be placed in the webshop. If this
is not preferred, we will charge an administrative fee of 30 euros for
smaller orders by telephone or email. For orders above 10 meters you can
contact us via sales@i-did.nl.

Our felt is not automatically fire retardant, but can be impregnated. The
cost of a fire-retardant treatment is per square meter.

Prices per m2

From 10 linear meters 24 Euro Excl. VAT, excl transport

Fire retardent effect 10 Euro Excl. VAT



Transport prices
We charge the transport costs separately from the costs of the
felt. You can always pick up the felt yourself at our locations in
The Hague or Utrecht (after communication with sales).

The number of linear meters that can be sent as a package
depends on the width of the felt:

Transport costs per package in the Netherlands, excluding
islands:
For widths up to 120 cm = 8.50 euros (excl. VAT)
For widths up to 140 cm = 13.50 euros (excl. VAT)

*With higher numbers of meters than indicated above for transport per
package, we are forced to ship per pallet. A pallet can contain a maximum
of 3 rolls of 100 linear meters, regardless of the width of the felt.

Felt width t/m 60 cm 65 linearmeter per package

Felt width t/m 80 cm 48 linear meter per package

Felt width t/m 100 cm 38 linear meter per package

Felt width t/m 120 cm 31 linear meter per package

Felt width t/m 140 cm 27 linear meter per package *



Fedex hoofdkantoor, Amsterdam,
Architect: Ruwe Bolster by Sheryl Leysner,
Foto: Nizar Bredan



Fedex hoofdkantoor, Amsterdam,
Architect: Ruwe Bolster by Sheryl Leysner,
Foto: Nizar Bredan



Ecolution, diverse projecten
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Felt specifications
Thickness
The thickness of our felt is roundabout 2,5 mm. Because it’s recycled
material, it can’t be completely uniform and differences upto 20% are to
be regarded as normal.

Colors
All our colors have a certain degree ofmelange effect, because different
types (of clothing) are incorporated. This effect is not equally distributed
everywhere and actually enhances the recycled character of our felt.
The exact color of the felt you will receive, may differ somewhat from the
sample. Since i-did always only uses worn out textiles, the color fastness
over time will be extremely high; the colors have already discolored in
their previous function, before recycling.

Fire resistent
We can impregnate our felt for fire resistance; theprices for this are stated
on theprices page. After treatment it is possible to receivea certificateof
treatment. The impregnatedmaterial canbe classifiedas flame retardant in
the senseof the international standard ISO6941 (T.afterflame<15 s,
T.afterglow < 60 s). According to theDutch “Bouwbesluit” (= Building
Decree), thismeans itcan beused anywherewithoutany problems, except
on escape routes and "below 3 m. high in spaces witha meeting function
(such aschurches, theaters) destined formore than 50people”.

Operations
We can also do all kinds of processing in ourworkshops, such as lasering,
punching and printing. Ask for the possible solutions to yourchallenge at
sales@i-did.nl.

Maintenance
In order to clean our felt, it can easily be vacuumed. Never use water and
do not rub. If water gets on it, wait until it is completely dry before
vacuuming.



Feltcolors
All our felt colors are made from recycled textiles. For
example, we save waterand CO2 by recycling textiles into
beautiful felt. A high-quality felt, in which the origin of the
textile can be seen. For example, KLM Cabin Crew uniforms
that make our beautiful KLM Sky Blue felt and old Dutch
army uniforms transformed into our lovely Defence Green
and Desert colors.

The colors and products may differ slightly from the photo
because it is sorted textile.

On the next page you will find all our felt colors.



Defense Green
Army textiles

Defense Desert
Army textiles

KLM Sky Blue
KLM Cabin Crew uniforms

KLM Cockpit
KLM pilot uniforms

KLM Turbulence
KLM pilot uniforms

Care White
White hospital uniforms

Red Kiss
Consumer textiles

Efteling Fairy Blue
Efteling workwear

Efteling Forest Brown
Efteling workwear

Power Green
Lashing straps

Chalkboard Black
Consumer textiles

Banking Grey
ABN workclothing

Composition
At i-did, we recycle textiles that would otherwise have been thrown away or
incinerated. Each i-did colorhas a specific origin and material composition. In
most cases, the textiles (oftenwork clothing or post-consumer clothing)
consist of a mix of cotton and polyester, with some colors there may also be
wool. More polyester or wool will be mixedwith cotton, less with other textiles.
That varies from 0 to 30%. The blended polyester is 2/3 recycled polyester
fibers and comes fromWestern Europe.

In the future wewant to replace these fibers with biodegradable fibers. In
addition, a spunbonded fleece has to be attached to the felt to make it
stronger.

In our new factory, wherewe open the textile pieces ourselves and transform
them into felt, we can now be flexible with the testing of small amounts of
textiles and the associated addition of polyester fibers and the spunbonded
fleece to make a very nice felt together!



Materials
The following are used in the production of our panels: materials
used:

Metisse: this main component of our panels are worn out jeans that
are fiberized. SoMetisse is fairly comparable, also in terms of
ecological added value, to i-did felt. Fire resistant tested class B/
s1/d0.

Ecor: sheetmaterial from recycled cellulose.

Ecoplex NAF: is used for the frame and is virgin wood.Made from
local poplarwood, certified FSC,formaldehyde free according to
American standards and thus also proved excellent to obtain LEED,
BREAM orWELL certification.

Fire-retardant saline solution: ourpanels are made fire retardantby
impregnating our feltwith an ecologically completely harmless saline
solution.

Resin glue: our glue, withwhich the differentmaterials attached to
each other, consists in part of natural resin glue. This glue is
released by heating with an iron. This enables easy separation of
the materials and thus recycling at the end of its useful life is
realistic.

It is i-did's ambition to recycle our own felt in the future. So,
return our felt to our production facility at the end of life and
re-use it as input for new production of felt. This is how we
complete the circle again!



do it with i-did shop.i-did.nl
www.i-did.nl


